This document describes the steps necessary to install AASHTOWare BrR Bridge Rating 6.7.0 with VDOT database modifications and VDOT library import.

Required Steps for Complete Version 6.7.0 Installation, VDOT Database Modifications and VDOT Library Import:

**Note:** Existing Microsoft SQL Server such as Microsoft SQL Server 2008 and all its components should be uninstalled before performing the installation. **DO NOT** remove any of the Microsoft Server SQL Server Compact 3.5 or Microsoft SQL Server VSS Writer.

1. Perform the 6.7.0 installation from the disk provided by the AASHTOWare Bridge Contractor. The disk can only be obtained upon securing a license through AASHTO. See **VDOT Process** under **Agency Sponsored Consultant Licenses for AASHTOWare Bridge Rating** on VDOT’s Load Rating website.

Find the **SETUP.exe** program and Double-click on it. This will start the AASHTOware Bridge Rating 6.7.0 (64-bit) installation.
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Click **Next**.
The Licensing Agreement will appear. Click YES.

It will ask to set the Destination folder. The default information is shown below:

Click NEXT.
Check the box to install the Admin Utility option.

Click NEXT.
Use the DEFAULT values when selecting the Program Folder.

Click NEXT.
Select the SQL Server 2012 SP2 Express (INSTALL) button.

Click NEXT.
Use the DEFAULT value for the SQL Server 2012 Express database.

Click NEXT.
During the installation you may see the following window. Click **YES** and let your PC restart automatically. Once the restart completes, log back on to your PC.

Once it finishes with the basic start-up initialization upon log on, you will see a command-type window appear and the installation of the software will continue. **Do not close any windows or restart your PC again until the installation is complete.** Once complete you will see the following:

Click **FINISH**.
If a previous version of AASHTOWare Bridge Rating was not installed, Username and Data Source will originally be blank. If a previous version was installed, Username and Data Source will likely be filled in, but requires changes. See Login Instructions under Additional Documents on VDOT’s Bridge Load Rating website.

Note that the Username/Password for local database is either brr/brr or bridge/bridge.

2. Modify the local database for VDOT parameters. See Database Modifications for VDOT Parameters under Database Modifications on VDOT’s Bridge Load Rating website.

3. Import VDOT library items. See VDOT Library Import Instructions under Database Modifications on VDOT’s Bridge Load Rating website.

Contact Jonathan Mallard, Load Rating Program Manager, for any questions related to this document at (804) 786-9189 or Jonathan.Mallard@VDOT.Virginia.gov